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Introduction

Over the past two decades, North Carolina Big Sweep volunteers have picked up more than
8.5 million pounds oflitter in North Carolina's watersheds. Although that isa huge amount of
litter, everyone - from the mountains to the piedmont to the coast - needs to be a good
environmental steward to maintain a clean and healthy environment in our state.

Founding of North Carolina Big Sweep
Lundie Spence,a North Carolina Sea Grant marine education specialist, founded Beach Sweep

in1987. Two years later, the organization was renamed North Carolina Big Sweep. During the first
year, the cleanup was confined to the coast, attracting more than 1,000 volunteers who collected
more than 14tons of debris. In 1989, the private-public partnership became Big Sweep, the nation's
first statewide waterway cleanup. Sincethen, more than 250,000 Big Sweep volunteers have partici
pated in the massive statewide cleanup.

North Carolina BigSweep is involved in several stewardship projects, including Plus-One
Boating —which encourages boaters to take their trash and one other piece of trash home with
them. It also includes the Marina Monofilament Line Recycling Project, in which citizens make con
tainers out of PVC pipes to use for recycling monofilament fishing lines at piers and marinas. In addi
tion, Big Sweep volunteers have been making presentations to civic organizations and businesses
and sharing information at various festivals across the state.

To educate young people about good stewardship, BigSweep sponsors an annual poster and
T-shirt contest for children in kindergarten through high school. It also provides a variety of educa
tional resources, including activity books for teachers, educational posters and brochures and six-
pack ring recycling trees for schools. Twoteacher activity books —Splish Splash for grades K-3
and Ripples for grades 4 and 5 —have received national attention for their content and being
user-friendly.

Using Undercurrents
Undercurrents: ABigSweep Middle School Teacher's Guide is Big Sweep's newest publication.

It includes a collection of 11 litter awareness lessons that were written and compiled by LynneTesh
Gronback and Clara Stallings, two gifted North Carolina teachers. The lessons have been correlated
with the N.C. Department of Public Instruction's goalsand objectives forthe sixth, seventh and
eighth grades. The litter lessons also match various science, math, healthful living, languagearts
and information skills. See the Undercurrents' inside cover for a complete correlation guide that
includes several litter awareness lessons.

The Undercurrents lessons should provide teachers with many useful activities that can be
shared withstudents. Theguide also includes material on trashy toxins, which are released from
some chemicals, as well as heavy metals and contaminated water and soil that is disposed of
improperly or dumped as litter. Students also can learn how to find Big Sweep and other litter data
on the internet, and they can develop an understanding of littering behaviors.
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Through the Eyes of the Traveler

OBJECTIVE: To learn about litterimpact in the natural world.

Share the following threestorieswith your students. Discuss the questions that follow each
situation. After a classroom discussion orseminar, have students write a reflection on litter impact in
the natural world.

STORY 1: BIRD SHOALS

The Coast of North Carolina

Just two weeks ago, I was walking along BirdShoals, a small island that frames the Beaufort
waterfront.The shoals serve as a nesting ground for several coastal birds. Walking along the side of
the island that faces Beaufort Inlet, I noticed signs that were marked "protected areas for the birds
to nest." Shells crunched underfoot as Iwalked along the sand. The low energy waves delivered a
variety of sea treasures to the shoal shores, making it a dedicated walk.

Unfortunately, as I approached the protected areas, I began to see glass beer bottles, plastic
drink containers, cigarette butts, empty flare canisters, and a number of torn plastic grocery bags
littering the birds' nesting area. Iwas walkingwith a wonderfulgroup of elementary teachers. We
got out a trash bag and began to collect the unsightly trash as we walked down the beach. We filled
a blacktrash bag that must have weighed close to 30 pounds. Itwas disturbing to us that people
could be so careless.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:
• What if the trash had not been picked up?
• What are some of the consequences of trash in the bird nesting areas?
• Why did these teachers pick up the trash left by others?
• Why do others litter?
• How would you convince people that litter has no place in this special area on the North Carolina

coast?

• What local resources (people & places) could you use to share a compelling message with coastal
residents and visitors?

Note: Thisis an example ofa slightly fictionalized situation. For a specific example, contact your
county government or local newspaper.



OBJECTIVE: To learn about litter impact in the natural world.

STORY 2: TOE RIVER

Mountains of North Carolina

The geology students carefully exited the vans to cluster along the shoulder of the road. In a
few moments, we would descend the steep incline into the Toe River to look for evidence of past
geological events. As we traversed down the river bank, we had to navigate through mounds of
scattered trash that were disgusting. Lodged under the low branches of trees were plastic trash
bags that had been ripped open by raccoons or other scavenging animals. The contents of the
bags revealed plastic diapers, dirty baby wipes, rotten food, glass bottles and metal cans. The
smell was nauseating.

As we moved past this unpleasant site, we could see a cook stove partially submerged in the
water. The stove was entangled in tree branches and vines. It appeared to have been there a long
time. Nottoo far from the edge of the riverwas an old Ford. It reminded me of a car my parents had
when I was young. There were more garbage bags on the bank. The roads followed the banks of the
riverand seemed to provide an easy spot to dump trash. Whywould people do this? It reminds me
of that old song, "Alice's Restaurant." Google it!

I suppose the most distressing situation was the body of a dead opossum tangled amongst
the tree branches and hanging into the water. Atorn plastic grocery bag was twisted around the ani
mal. I only wished that the poor critter hadn't suffered long. From the looks of things,
Ithink it must have struggled for a longtime before collapsingfrom exhaustion and eventually
dying.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:

• What makes people thinkthat throwing trash on the banks above the river has no consequence?
• What toxins did each of the trash sources release into the environment?
• Do you think these geology students picked up the trash?
• What are some safety precautions that need to be taken?
• How would you encourage people not to litter in this special mountain area?
• What local resources (people &places) could be used to share a compelling message with

mountain residents and visitors?

• Why hasn't this behavior changed since the song "Alice's Restaurant" was first written - or
has it?

Note: This is an example ofaslightly fictionalized situation. For aspecific example, contact your
countygovernment or local newspaper.
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OBJECTIVE: To learn about litterimpact in the natural world.

STORY 3: OBSERVATIONS MADE AT BOAT RAMP
Lake in North Carolina

As we arrived at the marina by boat, we saw heavytraffic out on the lake beyond the bridge.
The horizon was dotted by boats with brightlycolored sails, Jet Skis zipping across the main channel
headed for coves of quieter water, and families aboard pontoon boats who were lazily traversingthe
waters and headed for an afternoon of fun.

As Iwalked across the dock to the marina store, I noticed that the pilings around the edge of
the cove were littered with foam bait cups and plates from the marina grill. It looked awful, in addi
tion to being a hazard to wildlife. Polystyrene and other plastics stay around for a long time before
they become degraded. When I got inside the store, I asked who cleaned up the trash. The man
behind the counter said he didn't worry too much about it since the water currents often caused the
trash to drift into the next cove. I took that to mean he didn't see the trash as his problem, and he
thought it would just disappear. The store clerk's glib response made me think about our personal
responsibility to the environment.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:
• What if the trash that littered the water were made of something different or if the water wasn't

littered in the first place?
• What makes someone choose to throw the trash into the water?

• Or not pick trash up if it accidentally blows out into the water?
• Howdo people develop a sense of personal responsibility towards the environment?
• How does Big Sweep help instill an environmental stewardship ethic?
• Doyou have an environmental stewardship ethic?

- How do you know?
- What influenced it?

- How did it form?

- How do you act on it?
- How often?

• What would you have done after hearing the store clerk's response?
• Can trash really go "away"?
• Where is "away"?
• Why would someone who doesn't live at the lake pick up trash there?
• Would you?
• Why/why not?

Note: This is an example of a slightlyfictionalized situation. For a specific example, contact your
countygovernmentor local newspaper.



Life Lessons from Litter

OBJECTIVE: To improve students' grammar and writing skillswhile learningabout litter.

Use the following article by Michael Medved to activate students' thinking about the problem
of litter. Include in the discussion the idea of a litter cycle. Forexample, the litter cycle of a gum
wrapper might be a tree, paper mill, gum factory, grocery store, 6th grade student, schoolyard, and
then decomposition. The litter cycle of an aluminum drink can might be bauxite ore in Australia,
ship, metal smelting plant, drink manufacturing plant, grocery store, sports concession stand, 8th
grade student, football stadium floor trash bin, and landfill without decomposition. In a reading log
or science notebook, have students complete the student page. This can be done as an independent
assignment or as whole group instruction. When finished, facilitate a seminar on the article.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:
i. What are the problems associated with littering and who is responsible for them?
2. How is littering monitored and regulated? (Here is a link to the North Carolina litter law:

http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2001/Bills/Senate/HTML/S1014v9.html.) What are the effects of
processes and policies already in place?

Afterreading the article by Michael Medved on pages 11 &12, answer the following
questions:
1. What was the main point of the article? (Think globally; act locally.)
2. Doyou think Medved should have suggested recycling the littered worksheets rather than

putting them in the trash?
3. Would the Medved article have been more useful if he suggested positive actions on his first

page, rather than complaining about the problem and not offering solutions? What do you think
of his writing technique for getting the attention of his audience?

4. Did Medved do a good job researching his topic or was it based onlyon his personal opinion and
bias? Do you think all of his assertions are accurate?

Before reading Michael Medved's article
Helpstudents improve their grammar and writing skills:

1. Parts of Speech: Make cards with the names of the various parts of speech. Divide the class into
groups. Give each group one part of speech. Make each group responsiblefor generating a list of
words from the article that might relate to Big Sweep and function as that part ofspeech. Facili
tate a discussion about the importance of word choice.
Adapted from www.teacherdesk.org/news.html

2. Predictions: Based on the title, have students predict what the article is about. Have students
record in their journals or notebooks their ideas andwhat kind of information theyexpect to
learn in the article.

After reading Michael Medved's article
3. Document Analysis: See the "student page" for the analysis structure.

m



Post seminar/discussion
Students may choose one ofseveral projects to demonstrate their understanding ofthe main ideas
addressed in the article:

• Write an opinion paperandtake a position on a particular aspectofthe litter cycle. This must
include the human behavior that causes littering.

• Draw a cartoon that illustrates a solution.

• Drawa cartoon that "profiles" a litterbug.

• Write a creative essay from the litter's point of view.

• Find another article about litter. Compare the two articles and write a comparison paper.
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Life Lessons from Litter

Michael Medved

Culture Clash — WorldNetDaily Article - Oct. 14, 2002

You can learn — and teach —crucial life lessons by picking up litter. While television culture

fosters a sense of helplessness in the face of the dire threats of a world gone mad, a minor invest

ment of energy in cleaning our own neighborhoods can potently promote personal empowerment.

I made this discovery while indulging a daily idiosyncrasy that amazes my neighbors and

embarrasses my children: spending a few minutes each afternoon collecting bits of roadside

garbage on the streets around my home. We live in a pleasant, pricey suburb — a self-contained

island, in fact — so it makes no sense that cigarette boxes and beer cans and fast-food wrappers

should accumulate so rapidly on these otherwise manicured residential thoroughfares. It makes

even less sense that most of the privileged people who live here seem oblivious to the mess,

jogging past the trash in their fashionable athletic suits, or walking their pedigreed dogs without

pausing to pick up water bottles or plastic grocery bags lying on the sidewalks in their path.

The other day, having pulled my car to the side of the street to gather an especially unsightly

accumulation of filth, I took special note of some of the paperwork that accompanied the usual

potato chip bags and Starbucks cups. Someone had tossed aside an opened piece of correspon

dence, complete with name and address, from the well-known conservation group the Sierra Club.

The form letter began: "Dear Mr. Driscol —We know from your record of generosity you are con

cerned about the environment..." and then went on to solicit funds in the battle to preserve the

remote Arctic National Wildlife Reserve from exploitation by oil companies.

I stood there gasping at the startling contrast between the substance of the letter, and the

message of its thoughtless and casual deposit on the shoulder of a woodsy suburban street. On the

one hand, the recipient of the letter is notably "concerned about the environment," and on the other,

he thinks nothing of trashing that environment in the very neighborhood in which he lives. He pre

sumably feels more concern for the caribou in Alaska, threatened by oil drilling in desolate tundra

he will never visit, than he does for preserving and respecting the surroundings he will probably see

every day.

Similar madness turned up at our local middle school, which proudly boasts the highest test

scores in the state, but also displays a veritable mountain of litter on the tree-lined avenue leading

to its main entrance. Among the sticky wrappers and Pepsi cans I have gathered from this depress
ing site, I've also found discarded curriculum materials — including freshly copied pages about the

importance of young people involving themselves in the worldwide struggle for ecological sanity.

This award-winning school, in other words, proudly teaches its students about the importance of

fighting global warming and the plundering of the Amazonian rain forest, but fails to instill in them

the much more attainable goal of depositing used school work sheets into a trash receptacle rather

than tossing them on the ground at a bus stop across from campus. This annoying carelessness

highlights one of the most depressing and dysfunctional aspects of contemporary culture: the focus

on far-away problems over which we have no control rather than attainable goals in our immediate

surroundings.

Television (which absorbs more of a typical child's weekly time than all his classroom work
combined) encourages the idea of a menacing world in which environmental degradation, abject
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poverty, decaying family life, rampant warmongering and brutal discrimination require sweeping,
visionary, global solutions. Since the world's economic, political and cultural establishments offer
scant chance for overnight change, there's a natural tendency toward cynicism, despair and the
disregard of the power of any individual initiatives. What difference does it make if you throw a
Tootsie Roll wrapper in a city park, one might ask, if the whole world will inevitably choke to death
on greenhouse gases?

Television enhances ratings, and journalists win admiring attention by grossly exaggerating
the dire nature of every threat and the vast scope of every fresh disaster. The more dramatic the
danger, the more sweeping and Utopian the necessary response — and the more powerless the
position of each individual in the grip of purportedly implacable social forces. In truth, however, no
worldwide menace prevents us from collectingthe litter around our homes, or from employing a
similar do-it-yourself approach to every imaginable problem. Whatever the challenge that threatens
your well-being, it's counterproductive to depend on top-down change — on almost any issue, you
can take the first step on your own. Perhaps the best example of all involves the frustration of so
many decent people about the destructive messages from movies, television and other forms of
entertainment. To counteract these influences, literallya million or so of our fellow citizens will sign
petitions, participate in boycotts, write to congressmen or studio heads, and join various watchdog
organizations.

The bad news is that such efforts, however impassioned or well-intentioned, won't redeem the
soul of Hollywood or broadcast television. The good news is that you don't have to wait for NBC or
Fox to change its schedule, because without delay you can change the schedule of what you watch.
Making more discerning choices in the popular culture we consume, and generally disentangling
ourselves from TV addiction, can also help to overcome the notion that all our difficulties are vast,
remote and impervious to change.

By taking action in the most intimate arenas, we may not affect the instantaneous and radical
reform that represents a priority for politicians, pundits and preachers. But the small, accessible
steps by ordinary people who determine to improve their lives can also uplift the life of our society,
if we'd only take the trouble to turn off the tube and pickup that litteralongthe way.

Source: http:/Mww.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=29269
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Name:

Student Page:
Life Lessons from Litter

Before reading Michael Medved's Article
Materials:

Dictionary
"Culture Clash" by Michael Medved, Oct. 14, 2002, WorldNetDaily article
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTlCLE_lD=29269

Reading response journals or science notebooks

1. Scan the article for words that are unfamiliar to you. Record those words and their meanings in
your journal.

After reading Michael Medved fs article on pages 11 & 12
2. Answer the questions below in your journal/notebook:

a. What was the date of the article?

b. Who was the author?

c. For whom was the article written?

d. What are three things the author said that you think are important?
e. Why did the author write this article?
f. What evidence helps you to know why the article was written?
g. What does the article tell you about people's attitudes towards litter?
h. What questions are left unanswered?
i. Did the author justify his statements/viewpoints? Did the author cite facts? Were the facts

from credible sources? Did the author consider one or more perspectives on litter? Did the
author change your mind? Why or whynot? Do you always believe everythingyou read in a
newspaper or magazine article? Should you?

3. In your journal, address the "five W's and one H" in the article and imagine that you are a
journalist or writer like Rudyard Kipling, British author of prose and verse,1865-1936. Kipling
wrote: '7keep sixhonestserving-men (They taught me allIknew); Their names are What and
Why and When AndHowand Where and Who."

Possible student projects
Choose a project below.
1. Write an opinion paper whereyoutake a position on a particular aspect of the litter cycle.

2. Draw a cartoon that illustrates a solution. This can be an editorial cartoon or a cartoon strip with
several frames.

3. Draw a cartoon that "profiles" a litterbug.

4. Write an essay from the litter's point of view.

5. Find another article about litter. Compare the two articles and write a comparison paper.
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Trashy Triangle — Not Anything To Be Proud Of...

OBJECTIVE: To gain an awareness of litter and where it is often seen.

QUESTION TO CONSIDER: What is the relationship of businesses to areas of heavy littering?

INSTRUCTIONS:

Usingeither an LCD projector or a transparency of the picture featured in the link below, help

students become aware of litter in the Triangle area of North Carolina. Record student responses.

http://www.newsobserver.com/content/news/20060416_trash.ipg

1. Look at the pictures and read the captions. What can you learn about the areas where the litter is

accumulating? How does the appearance of your neighborhood compare to these pictures?

2. After reading the captions, what questions do you have about the litter situation presented here?

How is the N.C. Department of Transportation involving North Carolinians in reducing litter along
our state's highways? (Adopt-A-Highway Program, Swat-A-Litterbug Postcard, Litter Sweep)
http://www.ncdot.org/programs0EnviroBeautification
htip://www.claytonnews-star.com/opinion/2004012800553.html

How is North Carolina Keep America Beautiful engaging volunteers in reducing and preventing
litter in our communities and watersheds? (Litter Prevention Contest, Litter Index, Great American
Cleanup, etc.)

http://www.ncdot.org/doh/operations/dp_chief_eng/roadside/Beautification/America/
mission.html

http://www.kab.org/programs.asp?id=29i&rid=68

What is North Carolina Big Sweep doing to prevent litter? http://www.ncbigsweep.org/
educate/html

How can you participate in a North Carolina Big Sweepcleanup?
http://www.ncbigsweep.org/and follow linkto "how to volunteer."

3. Do you think it is possible that at some point people will not litter? Explain yourthoughts.

4. Let's say that people continue to litter. What could be done to reduce the ugly sight of litter?
What could be done to reduce or prevent the impacts to the health of the environment and
people? What would happen ifsociety does nothing about litter?
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Trashy Triangle Transparency

httP://www.newsobserVe,com/content/news/20o60416Jrash.iPg

) in Durham

a-nest pction ot litter is fast-food containers:
is. lids. cups, bags, boxes, napkins, is very
iractive. But Ican't say 70 is worse than 1-40
15."
ithea Pierce, Durham

i0 Raleigh BdtHne. 1-40 to Glenwood Avenue

was especially proud of trepedestrian bridge
erthe Beltline. But pride turned toembarrassment as
•crossed the bridge and looked down on the littered
eas below That may not be the trashiest area in the
angle, but ithas to be one of the ugliest when
swed from thatvantage point."
iorgle McKenzie, Raleigh

S. 1, Raleighpast Apex

North Care-a ' ite. But seems to have some
)fthetrashiest highways on theEast Coast. One of thetrashiest
oadways that I've seen isU.S. 1. from Apex toRaleigh"
>eggyPearce, Apex

•no-.oi byRoaiwi willeii: susan rolulk

THE TRASHY TRIANGLE
^edtonametheTriangle'smosHitte^^^^
From country lanes to city streets to busy^^^^ Jessica Perry of Rale.gh. "I tNnk
••, personally did not think It was tn^cf^^.faS'0"Jf trashy?" Even so. some roads came up againi, should have been: What spots; ir.the Tnangle arenor t^a Y^ q( ^ mos{ common|y Clted.
and again, probably in part because of heavy Raleigh's Outer loop

"! •-. at-ueembarrassment todrag them through thetrastl f B
that is 1-40 through and east of Raleigh. It isunbelievable that
people in such abeautiful area supposedly inhabited by relatively
wen-educated residents would tolerate, much less contribute to,
such a miles-long public dumping ground! Disgusting!"
Douglas Knoop, Raleigh

&

••Our new 1-540 looks to be 20 years old with all
the trash that is dumped. Around the cloverlea's

appears to be the worst areas for trash
dumping, as people feel the need throw

their trash around theunderpass
or inthe nearby woods.

JohnFlynn. Ralelgt

"l would describe the trashsituation onhigr>
64eastas bad and constantly littered with tr

This litter problem isnot only onthehigh*
butalsoonsecondary roadsoftheTriant

Susan Roemer, Rai




